INTRODUCTION
============

Fluorine, thanks to unusual properties such as a small size paired with high electronegativity, has found numerous applications in medicinal chemistry ([@B1],[@B2]). In the oligonucleotide realm, fluorine was used as a substitute of the RNA's 2′-hydroxyl group that locks the sugar predominantly in the C3′-*endo* conformation and leads to significant increases in target affinity ([@B3; @B4; @B5]). Initially tested in antisense applications and shown to stabilize the modified strand against nucleases ([@B6]), the 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-RNA (2′-F-RNA) modification along with a host of others is now being evaluated in the context of RNA interference (RNAi) and in terms of its compatibility with the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) that mediates cleavage of the RNA targets ([@B7],[@B8]). Key steps in this process include ATP-dependent unwinding of the short interfering RNA (siRNA) duplex composed of sense (passenger) and antisense (guide) strands, pairing of the guide strand to mRNA and subsequently ATP-independent cleavage of the latter between nucleotides paired to the central guide residues ([@B7],[@B9],[@B10]).

In addition to conferring protection against degradation and prolonging the half-life of oligonucleotides compared with their unmodified counterparts ([@B11; @B12; @B13; @B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18]), the 2′-F modification also leads to a reduction in immunostimulatory effects ([@B19],[@B20]). However, these favorable properties did not necessarily translate into higher *in vivo* efficacy of 2′-F-modified siRNAs. On the one hand, siRNAs with incorporated 2′-F-RNA residues exhibited potent anti-HBV activity in mice when they were co-injected in a liposome particle ([@B19]). By contrast, in two other *in vivo* studies, 2′-F-modified RNAs did not produce an enhanced or prolonged reduction in target gene expression despite higher bioavailability ([@B16],[@B21]).

We recently evaluated several RNA 2′-modifications, including 2′-F-RNA, 2′-*O*-methyl-RNA (2′-*O*-Me-RNA), 2′-*O*-(2-methoxyethyl)-RNA (2′-*O*-MOE-RNA) and locked nucleic acid (LNA) in terms of improvements of siRNA *in vitro* and *in vivo* efficacy in an established endogenous system (coagulation factor VII, FVII) ([@B22]). FVII is a single-chain glycoprotein of 48 kDa that circulates in the plasma, has a short 3--6 h half-life and interacts with tissue factor (TF). The FVII:TF complex activates factors X and IX and initiates the blood clotting pathway ([@B23]). In cancer, the FVII:TF complex has been found in abundance in lung, breast, pancreatic, gastric and colon tumors and facilitates tumor growth and invasion ([@B24]). Animal models suggest that inhibitors of FVII may block tumor growth and metastases ([@B25; @B26; @B27]). All pyrimidines in the tested siRNA duplex were replaced by 2′-F-RNA nucleotides. The activities of mixed sequences with other modifications were also assessed relative to the corresponding native siRNA because in some cases siRNAs containing multiple modifications ([@B19],[@B28]) were found to be more potent than those with an individual analog ([@B18],[@B29]). For *in vivo* trials with mice, delivery of the FVII siRNA at various doses to liver via IV was achieved using the recently developed LNP01 liposomal formulation ([@B30]).

*In vitro* silencing was assessed in HeLa SS6 cells stably expressing mouse FVII with transfections performed using lipofectamine 2000. The siRNA with 2′-F-RNA-U and -C residues in both the guide and passenger strands was roughly 2-fold more potent compared with the native siRNA (IC~50~ values of 0.95 and 0.50 nM, respectively). Remarkably, this siRNA also triggered similar gains in silencing *in vivo* and comparisons between the FVII protein levels following injection of the 2′-F-modified siRNA to those achieved with siRNAs bearing other 2′-modifications illustrated a clear advantage for 2′-F-RNA ([@B22]). The best activity was observed with the compound containing 2′-F-modified pyrimidines on both strands. Conversely, the 2′-*O*-Me and LNA modifications appeared to be tolerated only when placed on the sense strand but not on both the sense and antisense strands. Lastly, the 2′-*O*-MOE modification was not tolerated on either sense or antisense strand, most likely a consequence of its steric bulk in the minor groove ([@B22]).

Although the 2′-F-modification increases the melting temperature (*T*~m~) of duplexes considerably, LNA is significantly more stabilizing ([@B22]). This indicates that raising the duplex stability beyond a certain point does not provide any benefits with regard to siRNA efficacy. Therefore, it is likely that other properties than simply increased pairing affinity contribute to the unique *in vitro* and *in vivo* activity of 2′-F-modified siRNAs. In order to gain insight into unusual structural and thermodynamic features potentially underlying the above favorable properties of 2′-F-RNA, we conducted detailed UV melting, calorimetric, osmotic stress and X-ray crystallographic investigations of all-2′-F-RNA and mixed 2′-F-/2′-OH-RNA duplexes. One surprising finding brought to light by these studies is that the stability increases afforded by the 2′-F modification are almost exclusively due to a favorable enthalpy. Osmotic stress and crystallography both provide evidence that replacement of 2′-hydroxyl groups by fluorine leads to diminished hydration of the duplex. Thus, proteins such as the Piwi domain of Ago2 ('Slicer') that interact with the minor groove of RNA will encounter a very different environment as a consequence of 2′-F modification. Differences in the water structures of RNA and 2′-F-RNA duplexes will likely affect all steps along the RNAi pathway, from uptake, unwinding and incorporation of the guide strand into the RISC to cleavage of the targeted mRNA opposite the guide RNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Oligoribonucleotide synthesis and purification
----------------------------------------------

The 2′-F-modified ribonucleoside phosphoramidite building blocks for incorporation into oligonucleotides were prepared as previously described ([@B5]). We synthesized the RNA, mixed 2′-F/2′-OH and fully 2′-F modified versions of octamers CCCCGGGG and CGAAUUCG as well as the dodecamer UAUAUAUAUAUA ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). All oligonucleotides were synthesized by the solid phase approach on a 394 ABI synthesizer and applying extended coupling times in some cases. Following cleavage from the CPG and simultaneous deprotection of base and phosphate groups using a mixture of ammonia and ethanol (3:1) for 16 h at 55°C, the fully deprotected all-2′-F oligonucleotides were precipitated from anhydrous methanol. With all-RNA or mixed 2′-F/2′-OH oligonucleotides, the solution was decanted, lyophilized and re-suspended in triethylamine trihydrofluoride (TEA.3HF, Aldrich) followed by incubation at 65°C for 90 min to remove the t-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) 2′-hydroxyl protection groups. As in the case of the fully 2′-F-modified sequences this was followed by precipitation from anhydrous methanol. All oligonucleotides were purified by PAGE and the appropriate bands were cut out and shaken overnight in a 100 mM sodium acetate solution. Desalting was accomplished with C18 Sep-Pak cartridges (Waters). All oligonucleotides were characterized by electrospray mass spectrometry as well as analytical anion-exchange HPLC and/or capillary gel electrophoresis. Table 1.Sequences and nomenclature of analyzed RNAs, 2′-F-RNAs and mixed 2′-OH-/2′-F-RNAsSequenceChemistryAbbreviated namer(CCCCGGGG)RNArC4G4 (reference)fCrCfCrCfGrGfGrGAlternating 2′-F/OH-RNAf/rC4G4f(CCCCGGGG)2′-F-RNAfC4G4r(CGAAUUCG)RNArA2U2fCrGfArAfUrUfCrGAlternating 2′-F/OH-RNAf/rA2U2f(CGAAUUCG)2′-F-RNAfA2U2r(UAUAUAUAUAUA)RNArUA6fUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAAlternating 2′-F/OH-RNAf/rUA6f(UAUAUAUAUAUA)2′-F-RNAfUA6

UV thermal melting
------------------

Melting of each oligonucleotide (2 µM) was done in 10 mM sodium cacodylate (pH = 7.4), 0.1 mM EDTA and 300 mM NaCl in the presence of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20% wt/vol of each of the three organic co-solutes ([Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Oligonucleotide concentrations were calculated from the nearest-neighbor approximation ([@B31]). Absorbance versus temperature profiles were measured at 260 nm on a Varian Bio 100 UV-Visible spectrometer equipped with a six-position Peltier temperature controller or a Shimadzu 800 UV-Visible spectrometer equipped with an eight-position Peltier temperature controller. The temperature was increased at 0.5°C per minute. The melting temperatures were obtained using the Varian Cary and Shimadzu LabSolution TmAnalysis software. The experimental absorbance versus temperature curves were converted into a fraction of strands remaining hybridized (α) versus temperature curves by fitting the melting profile to a two-state transition model, with linearly sloping lower and upper base lines. The melting temperatures (*T*~m~) were obtained directly from the temperature at α = 0.5. The final *T*~m~ was an approximation of usually five to eight measurements. Table 2.Thermodynamic stability analysis for RNA and 2′-F-RNAUV meltingvan\'t Hoff analysis of UV melting curvesUV melting from δα/δ (t~M~^−1^)UV melting, concentration dependenceDSCColumn \#123456789Oligonucleotide (abbreviation)*T*~m~ (°C)−Δ*H* (kcalmol^−1^)−Δ*S* (eu)−Δ*G* (kcalmol^−1^)−Δ*H* (kcalmol^−1^)−Δ*H* (kcalmol^−1^)−Δ*S* (eu)−Δ*H* (kcalmol^−1^)5′-r(CGAAUUCG)-3′ (rA2U2)34.1 ± 0.663.4 ± 6.6180.0 ± 21.67.5 ± 0.255.6 ± 4.658.0 ± 9.4189.7 ± 30.639.2 ± 1.45′-fCrGfArAfUrUfCrG-3′ (f/rA2U2)43.7 ± 0.463.8 ± 3.9175.2 ± 12.09.4 ± 0.258.4 ± 3.758.3 ± 12.9185.8 ± 41.048.8 ± 0.35′-f(CGAAUUCG)-3′ (fA2U2)53.3 ± 0.369.5 ± 2.0186.9 ± 6.211.6 ± 0.162.1 ± 2.962.3 ± 9.8192.1 ± 30.253.5 ± 0.75′-r(UAUAUAUAUAUA)-3′ (rUA6)31.7 ± 0.470.9 ± 5.9206.5 ± 19.16.9 ± 0.166.0 ± 2.182.5 ± 7.8271.6 ± 25.849.5 ± 0.55′-fUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrA-3′ (f/rUA6)44.1 ± 0.483.5 ± 4.8237.2 ± 15.110.0 ± 0.178.4 ± 5.175.9 ± 9.5241.5 ± 30.454.3 ± 0.45′-f(UAUAUAUAUAUA)-3′ (fUA6)53.1 ± 0.583.7 ± 4.1230.8 ± 12.612.2 ± 0.280.2 ± 5.479.1 ± 14.0244.7 ± 43.456.6 ± 0.7 Table 3.Osmotic stress analysis for RNA and 2′-F-RNAOligonucleotide (abbreviation)Δ*n*~w~ (ethylene glycol)Δ*n*~w~ (glycerol)Δ*n*~w~ (acetamide)5′-r(CGAAUUCG)-3′ (rA2U2)18.8 ± 4.922.5 ± 6.137.9 ± 5.85′-fCrGfArAfUrUfCrG-3′ (f/rA2U2)14.8 ± 4.211.2 ± 5.121.4 ± 3.75′-f(CGAAUUCG)-3′ (fA2U2)1.2 ± 3.83.0 ± 6.914.8 ± 3.35′-r(UAUAUAUAUAUA)-3′ (rUA6)22.4 ± 4.635.9 ± 8.442.0 ± 5.75′-fUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrA-3′ (f/rUA6)17.0 ± 3.928.8 ± 4.230.3 ± 3.25′-f(UAUAUAUAUAUA)-3′ (fUA6)6.3 ± 4.618.9 ± 6.121.2 ± 4.9

The thermodynamic parameters (Δ*H*, Δ*S* and Δ*G*) were obtained by van't Hoff analysis of melting curves using Varian Cary software ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, columns 3--5). In addition, the enthalpy of the melting was determined by three independent methods as follows: From the width at the half-height of the differentiated melting curve ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 6). The fraction of strands remaining hybridized (α) versus temperature curves were converted into differentiated melting curves \[δα/δ(*T*~m~^−1^) versus *T*~m~\] using Varian Cary software. The width of the differentiated melting curve at the half-height is inversely proportional to the van't Hoff transition enthalpy; for a bimolecular transition Δ*H* = 10.14/(*T*~1~^−1^−*T*~2~^−1^), where *T*~1~ is the lower temperature and *T*~2~ is the upper temperature (both in K) at one-half of \[δα/δ(*T*~m~^−1^)\] ([@B32]).From the concentration dependence of the melting temperature ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, columns 7 and 8). Melting experiments were done in pure buffer over a concentration range of 1 to 16 µM (or 32 µM) of oligonucleotides. For a bimolecular association of self-complementary strands 1/*T*~m~ = (*R*/Δ*H*)ln*C* + Δ*S*/Δ*H* where *R* is the universal gas constant (1.986 cal/molK) and *C* is the total strand concentration (1 × 10^−6^ to 16 × 10^−6^ M) ([@B32]). The plot of 1/*T*~m~ versus ln*C* is linear with *R*/Δ*H* as the slope. The final −Δ*H* was obtained by linear fitting using KaleidaGraph software (Version 3.51). Uncertainties in the slopes of the 1/*T*~m~ versus ln*C* plots were estimated as described previously ([@B33]).From the Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 9) as described below.

Differential scanning calorimetry
---------------------------------

DSC experiments were run in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) containing 300 mM NaCl. RNA samples (144 nmols) were dissolved in phosphate buffer (1 ml) and dialyzed against the same buffer (3 × 300 ml) using a Float-A-Lyzer G2 1 ml dialysis bag (Spectrum Laboratories). The buffer was changed after 2 h, then again after another 2 h and the last dialysis was done overnight. The sample and the last dialysis buffer were degassed by stirring under medium vacuum (80 torr) for 30 min and then loaded into the sample and reference cells (capillary) of a TA Instruments NanoDSC, respectively. The DSC sample chamber was pressurized to 3 atm. and the DSC run was performed at a heating rate of 1°C/min. Typically, five to six cycles of heating (see [Supplementary Figures S7, S10, S13, S16, S18 and S22](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)) and cooling were done to obtain reproducible data. The base line runs were done with phosphate buffer only in both sample and reference cells and the obtained base lines were subtracted from the RNA data before analysis. Integration of the calorimetric peak using TA Instruments NanoAnalyze software (Version 1.0) gave model-independent Δ*H* ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 9), which was used in calculations of Δ*n*~W~ from osmotic stress data.

Osmotic stress
--------------

The changes in the number of water molecules associated with the melting process Δ*n*~W~ were determined as originally described by Spink and Chaires ([@B34]) and later used by us in studies of other modified RNA and DNA fragments ([@B33],[@B35; @B36; @B37; @B38]) ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). where −Δ*H* is the enthalpy determined in the DSC experiment and *R* is the universal gas constant (1.986 cal/mol/K). The experimentally determined values of water activity (lna~w~) at given co-solute concentrations were provided by Professors Spink and Chaires. The slope of the plot of reciprocal temperature (in K) of melting versus the logarithm of water activity (lna~w~) at different concentrations (0, 5, 10, 15 and 20%) of small co-solutes gave the value of d(*T*~m~^−1^)/d(lna~w~). The final Δ*n*~w~ were obtained by linear fitting the data using KaleidaGraph software (Version 3.51). The experimental uncertainties were obtained as previously reported ([@B33],[@B38]).

Crystallization
---------------

Crystals of 5′-f(CGAAUUCG)-3′ were grown by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion technique using the Nucleic Acid Miniscreen (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA) ([@B39]). Droplets (2 µl) containing oligonucleotide (0.6 mM), sodium cacodylate (20 mM, pH 6.0), strontium chloride (40 mM), magnesium chloride (10 mM), spermine tetrahydrochloride (6 mM) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol \[MPD; 5% (v/v)\] were equilibrated against a reservoir of MPD (1 ml, 35%). The mixed octamer 5′-fCrGfArAfUrUfCrG-3′ crystallized from two hanging-drop vapor diffusion conditions: crystals were obtained from ([@B1]) droplets (2 µl) containing oligonucleotide (0.6 mM), sodium cacodylate (20 mM, pH 6.0), sodium chloride (40 mM), barium chloride (10 mM), spermine tetrahydrochloride (6 mM) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol \[MPD; 5% (v/v)\] that were equilibrated against a reservoir of MPD (1 ml, 35%) (f/rA2U2-P3 form) and ([@B2]) from droplets (2 µl) containing oligonucleotide (0.6 mM), sodium cacodylate (20 mM, pH 6.0), lithium chloride (20 mM), strontium chloride (40 mM), spermine tetrahydrochloride (6 mM) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol \[MPD; 5% (v/v)\] that were equilibrated against a reservoir of MPD (1 ml, 35%) (f/rA2U2-R32 form). The mixed octamer 5′-fCrCfCrCfGrGfGrG-3′ was also crystallized by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion technique. Droplets (2 µl) containing oligonucleotide (0.6 mM), sodium cacodylate (20 mM, pH 6.0), sodium chloride (40 mM), spermine tetrahydrochloride (6 mM) and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol \[MPD; 5% (v/v)\] were equilibrated against a reservoir of MPD (1 ml, 35%). All crystals were mounted in nylon loops without further cryo-protection and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

X-ray data collection, phasing and refinement
---------------------------------------------

Diffraction data were collected on the 21-ID-D beam line of the Life Sciences Collaborative Access Team (LS-CAT) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) located at Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne, IL). The wavelength was tuned to 0.769 Å (absorption edge for Sr^2+^ ion) and the crystal was kept at 110 K during data collection using a MARCCD 300 detector. Diffraction data were integrated, scaled and merged with HKL2000 ([@B40]). A summary of selected crystal data and data collection parameters is provided in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. The structure fA2U2 with three duplexes per crystallographic asymmetric unit was phased by the single-wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) technique using the program HKL2MAP ([@B41]). The resulting experimental electron density map allowed visualization of all 48 ribonucleotides per asymmetric unit. Building of the models was performed using the program TURBO-FRODO ([@B42]). The initial orientations of the three duplex models were optimized by several rounds of rigid body refinement while gradually increasing the resolution of the diffraction data. The refinements were carried out using the program CNS ([@B43]) by performing simulated annealing, gradient minimization and refinement of individual isotropic temperature factors. The later refinements were done using the program SHELX ([@B44]), keeping aside 5% of the reflections to compute the *R*-free ([@B45]). After a few cycles of refinement in SHELX, the 2′-hydroxyl groups were substituted with fluorine atoms and the dictionary was adapted to account for the substitution of all 2′-OH groups with 2′-F. Ions and water molecules were added on the basis of Fourier 2*F*~o~−*F*~c~ sum and *F*~o~−*F*~c~ difference electron density maps, and accepted on the basis of standard distance and B-factor criteria. Final refinement parameters and deviations from ideal geometries are listed in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and examples of the quality of the final electron density are depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Helical parameters were calculated with the program CURVES ([@B46]). Figure 1.Examples of the quality of the final Fourier (2*F*~o~−*F*~c~) sum electron density (∼1.3σ threshold). (**A**) The fA2U2 octamer duplex. A Sr^2+^ and a Mg^2+^ ion are shown as spheres, colored in orange and cyan, respectively. (**B**) The f/rA2U2-R32 octamer duplex in which the terminal G8 exhibits alternative conformations. (**C**) The f/rA2U2 duplex after a rotation of 180° around the vertical; the looped-out G8 (carbon atoms of this residue are highlighted in green) which has an occupancy of 0.76 is clearly visible in this view. Atoms are colored silver, red, blue, orange and green for carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus and fluorine, respectively, and Sr^2+^ ions are shown as orange spheres. Table 4.Crystal data, data collection parameters and structure refinement statisticsOligonucleotidefA2U2f/rA2U2-P3f/rA2U2-R32f/rC4G4Space groupTrigonal, *P*3Trigonal, *P*3Rhombohedral, *R*32Rhombohedral, *R32*Unit cell constants (Å)*a* = *b* = 43.25 *c* = 60.79*a* = *b* = 43.38 *c* = 60.99*a* = *b* = 40.55 *c* = 117.22*a* = *b* = 41.63 *c* = 126.49Resolution (Å)1.201.451.151.85Outer shell (Å)1.24--1.201.48--1.451.17--1.151.92--1.85No. of unique reflections39 94022 44213 3433824Completeness (outer shell) (%)99.7 (99.3)98.5 (81.8)97.9 (72.9)99.5 (99.7)*R*-merge (outer shell)0.05 (0.35)0.07 (0.47)0.095 (0.41)0.077 (0.43)*R*-work (%)17.019.718.220.9*R*-free (%)23.425.124.927.1No. of RNA atoms10021002355[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} (334)338No. of waters / Sr^2+^ / Mg^2+^297/9/2142/2^b^/093/3/028/0/0R.m.s.d. bonds (Å)0.0100.0220.0100.011R.m.s.d. angles (1--3 dist. Å; deg)0.0262.070.0272.12Avg. B-factor, RNA atoms (Å^2^)15.017.313.424.1Avg. B-factor, solvent (Å^2^)30.726.241.228.7Average B-factor, ions (Å^2^)22.537.428.1--PDB entry code3P4A3P4B3P4C3P4D[^1]

The structure of f/rA2U2-P3 was solved by molecular replacement using the program MOLREP ([@B47]) (score in MOLREP was 0.68) and the refined structure of fA2U2, consisting of all the three duplexes (without the ions/water molecules), as the search model. Initial refinements in CNS were carried out in a similar fashion as described for fA2U2 after replacing the 2′-F atoms with 2′-OH atoms. TLS ([@B48]) and restrained refinement were carried out using Refmac5 ([@B49]). Final refinements were carried out using anisotropic temperature factors for all nucleic acid and solvent atoms.

The structure of f/rA2U2-R32 was solved by SAD using Sr^2+^ as the anomalous scatterer. The asymmetric unit in the R32 space group contains a single RNA octamer duplex, and fourteen of the sixteen residues (G8 and C9 were missing) could be traced in the anomalous map. Initial gradient minimization refinements were carried out in CNS, keeping aside 5% of the randomly chosen reflections to compute the *R*-free ([@B45]). After the addition of water molecules and metal ions and replacement of alternating 2′-F with 2′-OH atoms as well as adaptation of the SHELX dictionary files, refinements were carried out using anisotropic temperature factors for all nucleic acid atoms.

The structure of f/rC4G4 was solved by molecular replacement using the program MOLREP ([@B47]) and the native RNA octamer, PDB ID:1RXB ([@B50]), as the search model. Initial refinements were carried out using the program CNS ([@B43]) by performing simulated annealing and gradient minimization. The structure was then subjected to refinements with Refmac5 ([@B49]) and the strategies pursued were similar to those used in the refinement of f/rA2U2-P3 above. However, only isotropic temperature factor refinement was applied because of the lack of high-resolution data.

Coordinates
-----------

Final coordinates and structure factors for all four octamers have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (<http://www.rcsb.org>.) The PDB ID codes are 3P4A (fA2U2), 3P4B (f/rA2U2-P3), 3P4C (f/rA2U2-R32) and 3P4D (f/rC4G4).

RESULTS
=======

Stabilizing effects of the 2′-F-RNA modification
------------------------------------------------

To study the consequences of 2**′-**F modification on the thermodynamic stability and hydration of RNA duplexes we chose the octamers CCCCGGGG and CGAAUUCG as well as the dodecamer UAUAUAUAUAUA. For all three the native RNAs as well as the corresponding fully 2**′-**F-modified sequences and the alternating 2**′-**F/2**′-**OH versions (fCrCfCrCfGrGfGrG, fCrGfArAfUrUfCrG and fUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrAfUrA) were synthesized. An overview of the sequences and chemical composition of all analyzed oligonucleotides and the simplified names we will use for them throughout this paper is given in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

As previously observed ([@B3],[@B5]), 2**′-**F modification leads to a significant increase in the stability of duplexes as assessed by UV melting experiments ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, under the conditions used (2 µM single strand, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.4; see 'Materials and Methods' section), both the octamer f(CCCCGGGG) (fC4G4) and the mixed octamer fCrCfCrCfGrGfGrG (f/rC4G4) melted beyond 90°C and the C4G4 sequence was therefore not included in a detailed comparison of thermodynamic parameters of duplex formation. An earlier analysis of the thermodynamics of the native RNA CCCCGGGG (rC4G4) had shown a *T*~m~ of 70.1°C at an 8 µM strand concentration in 100 mM NaCl ([@B50],[@B51]). Complete modification of the rA2U2 octamer and rUA6 dodecamer sequences raises the melting temperature by ca. 20 and 22°C, respectively. The additive nature of the stability boost is indicated by the ∼10 and 12°C increases in *T*~m~ observed for the f/rA2U2 octamer and f/rUA6 dodecamer in which half the ribonucleotides were 2′-F-modified ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 2).

Whereas the stabilizing effect of the 2′-F modification has long been known, it is noteworthy that the precise origins of the stability gains seem to have never been explored. We used DSC and several methods based on UV thermal melting to measure the contributions of entropy and enthalpy to the superior Gibbs free energy exhibited by 2′-F-RNA relative to RNA ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). As with the melting temperatures, the calorimetrically determined changes in enthalpy (Δ*H*) are strongly favorable for 2′-F-RNA ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 9). A similar picture emerges from the van't Hoff analysis of the melting curves ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 3) and analysis of the differentiated melting curve ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 6), although the increases for the octamers with incorporated 2′-F-modified residues relative to their native counterparts differ in magnitude from those based on DSC. The changes in enthalpy values obtained from concentration dependency of UV melting temperatures ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, column 7) are too small compared to the relatively large errors to show any trend. In general the values based on DSC can be considered more reliable, because the data derived from melting curves hinge on the assumption of an ideal two-state transition that often doesn't represent the actual situation. Nevertheless, the trends in the enthalpy changes obtained from DSC or UV melting in the rA2U2--f/rA2U2--fA2U2 octamer series are overall the same. Unlike the enthalpic changes accompanying duplex formation or melting that differ considerably between RNA and 2′-F-RNA, the entropic contributions are almost identical within the established error margins ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, columns 4 and 8). Although we only studied the thermodynamic parameters of duplex formation with two RNA sequences, it seems unlikely that the particular sequence will influence the higher stability of 2′-F-RNA and the relative contributions of Δ*H* and Δ*S* to a significant extent. Therefore, we conclude that the stabilization afforded by the 2′-F modification is chiefly the result of a favorable contribution to enthalpy.

Osmotic stress measurements
---------------------------

In order to gain insight into changes in RNA hydration as a result of replacement of half or all of the 2′-hydroxyl groups by fluorine we applied the osmotic stress method ([@B33],[@B34],[@B38]). We carried out UV melting experiments with the various oligonucleotides in the presence of different concentrations of ethylene glycol, glycerol or acetamide, whereby the addition of these small co-solutes typically lowers the melting temperature. The changes in the number of water molecules associated with the melting process were subsequently determined following the approach by Spink and Chaires ([@B34]), as described in detail in the 'Materials and Methods' section. The osmotic stress approach allows a qualitative estimate of the number of water molecules bound to a nucleic acid duplex and is based on the assumption that the co-solutes change the water activity but do not directly interact with the RNA.

As indicated by the smaller Δ*n*~w~ values ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), the presence of 2′-fluorine in the f/rA2U2 and fA2U2 octamer duplexes dramatically reduces the hydration relative to the rA2U2 duplex. The difference in hydration between rA2U2 and fA2U2 is particularly striking in the case of the ethylene glycol and glycerol co-solutes (−94 and −87%, respectively), and still amounts to a 61% reduction in the case of acetamide (rA2U2, 37.9 versus fA2U2, 14.8). As in earlier studies reporting the outcomes of osmotic stress experiments ([@B33],[@B35],[@B36]), the Δ*n*~W~ values obtained in the presence of acetamide are somewhat higher than those in the ethylene glycol or glycerol series ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). This difference can be attributed to residual interactions with nucleic acids or proteins exhibited by small organic molecules ([@B36],[@B52]). In fact, it was shown that the majority of organic co-solutes (including glycerol) were not completely excluded from the surface of the protein bovine serum albumin and that the use of such compounds in osmotic stress experiments can be expected to underestimate the magnitude in change of hydration ([@B53]).

Compared with the octamer sequence, the reductions in hydration seen with the fUA6 and f/rUA6 dodecamers relative to rUA6 are still striking. They amount to changes of −72% (ethylene glycol), −53% (glycerol) and −50% (acetamide). The somewhat divergent magnitudes in water loss seen with the two sequences are most likely caused by the different CG contents of the two RNAs that we tested (50% in the octamer and 0% in the dodecamer). The more extensive water structure around C:G pairs ([@B54]) may be disturbed to a more significant degree than that around A:U pairs by the 2′-fluoro modification. For now, we note that substituting the 2′-hydroxyl group with fluorine goes along with a loss in hydration. Interestingly, this change appears to be of no consequence for the entropic portion of the free energy of duplex melting as shown in the previous section.

X-ray crystallography of 2′-F-modified RNA octamers
---------------------------------------------------

To analyze the potential changes in RNA conformation and water structure as a result of the replacement of the 2′-hydroxyl group by fluorine, we conducted crystallographic studies of modified octamers. In all, five duplexes, f/rC4G4, fC4G4, rA2U2, f/rA2U2 and fA2U2, were included in the crystallization experiments ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The crystal structure of the sixth octamer, rC4G4, had previously been determined at 1.4 Å resolution and serves as a reference here ([@B50]). All of the above native and 2′-modified strands yielded crystals. However, crystals of the native RNA octamer rA2U2 and the fully 2′-F-modified fC4G4 diffracted only to low resolution and the diffraction limits of both remained below 3 Å despite extensive efforts to improve the initial crystals. All attempts directed at identifying alternative crystal forms for the two duplexes unfortunately remained unsuccessful. Crystal structures were subsequently determined at high resolution for fA2U2 and the mixed f/rA2U2 (two crystal forms) and f/rC4G4 ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and 'Materials and Methods' section). Examples of the quality of the final electron density are depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

The structure of fA2U2 with three duplexes per crystallographic asymmetric unit was phased by the SAD technique, using Sr^2+^ as the anomalously scattering center ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). The structure of f/rA2U2-P3 was determined by molecular replacement using the refined structure of fA2U2 consisting of all three duplexes as the search model. The structure of f/rA2U2-R32 was also phased by Sr^2+^-SAD. All residues except for the terminal G8:C9 base pair were well resolved in the anomalous map. Residue G8 adopts two different orientations one of which is looped out ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Finally, the structure of f/rC4G4 was solved by molecular replacement using the native RNA octamer with PDB ID code 1RXB ([@B50]) as the search model.

The comparison between the conformations of RNA and partially or fully 2′-F-modified RNA duplexes based on X-ray crystallography shows that substitution of the 2′-hydroxyl group with fluorine is of little consequence in terms of the local and overall helix geometry. Superimpositions of the symmetry-independent helices in the structure of fA2U2 as well as of an individual fA2U2 helix and the reference helix rC4G4 are depicted in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. From these alignments it is obvious that the geometrical variations among fA2U2 duplexes (panels A and B) are of the same order as those between 2′-F-RNA and RNA (panel C). The calculated helical parameters ([@B46]), among them rise, and twist, as well as sugar puckers and backbone torsion angles confirm the similar conformations of the two duplex types (data not shown). In particular, all 2′-deoxy-2′-fluororiboses in the fA2U2, f/rA2U2 and f/rC4G4 duplexes exhibit the C3′-*endo* pucker with a pseudoaxial orientation of the fluorine substituent ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). One slight geometrical difference between the chemically modified sugar and the standard ribose is the shorter distance between C2′ and F2′ in the former relative to the C2′-O2′ distance (1.33 and 1.43 Å, respectively). With regard to an interpretation of the aforementioned thermodynamic differences between RNA and 2′-F-RNA, we note for now that conformational differences that are easily detectable in crystal structures, such as divergent degrees of sliding between adjacent base pairs that would affect stacking, cannot be responsible for the favorable enthalpy displayed by the 2′-F-modified analog. Figure 2.Comparison between the conformations of 2′-F-RNA and RNA duplexes. Superimpositions of (**A**) fA2U2 duplexes 1 (green) and 2 (blue), (**B**) fA2U2 duplexes 1 (green) and 3 (magenta) and (**C**) fA2U2 duplex 1 (green) and the RNA duplex rC4G4 ([@B50]) (black). The views are across the major and minor grooves, fluorine atoms of the fA2U2 duplex 1 are shown as yellow spheres and RNA 2′-hydroxyl oxygen atoms are shown as red spheres (C).

Hydration
---------

In light of the negligible conformational differences between RNA and 2′-F-RNA seen in their crystal structures, we turned our attention to the water structure. The hydration of rC4G4 had been analyzed in exceptional detail and at high resolution (1.4 Å) some 15 years ago ([@B50]). Striking hydration patterns were detected both in the major and the minor groove. Thus, water molecules linking adjacent O6 keto groups in the center of the major groove created a spine that was only interrupted at the central CpG step ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). 2′-Hydroxyl groups served as anchor points for bridges involving two water molecules across the minor groove ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). The latter feature in particular led us to postulate that the significantly more favorable enthalpy and, in turn, the clearly unfavorable entropy of pairing between rC4G4 RNA strands relative to pairing between dC4G4 DNA strands was to a considerable degree the result of the more extensive hydration of the RNA duplex ([@B50]). This hypothesis largely ignored the possibility that although rC4G4 obviously adopted an A-form geometry, the DNA duplex dC4G4 of the same sequence was not necessarily locked in the A-form, but could prefer the B-form geometry in solution {in the crystal dC4G4 displays a canonical A-form geometry \[([@B55]) and references therein\]}. Figure 3.Major groove hydration pattern in the crystal structures of (**A**) rC4G4 ([@B50]) (one duplex per asymmetric unit; only one strand shown) and (**B** and **C**) fA2U2 (three duplexes per asymmetric unit; only the two strands of the first duplex are shown). Residues are highlighted in red (RNA) and green (2′-F-RNA), water molecules are either shown as 'W' (A) or with their numbers in the coordinate file (B and C), and hydrogen bonds are indicated with thin solid lines, with distances given in Å. Replacement of the RNA 2′-hydroxyl group by fluorine in the minor groove has no effect on the formation of regular pentagons consisting of a phosphate oxygen and four water molecules along both sides of the major groove. As well this hydration pattern appears to be independent of the nucleotide sequence.

Unlike in the case of DNA and RNA, for which a meaningful correlation between water structure and thermodynamic stability hinges on the assumption of similar duplex geometries, we now know for a fact that the 2′-F-RNA and RNA duplexes are virtually indistinguishable as far as conformational properties are concerned ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; see also the comparison between solution CD spectra for octamer and dodecamer sequences depicted in [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). Because the crystal structures of the reference duplex and the three 2′-F-modified duplexes were all determined at relatively high resolution, most of the first-shell water molecules can be visualized and distances between water and RNA atoms as well as between water molecules can be established with some confidence. Because 2′-fluorine atoms jut out into the minor groove one would not expect the water structure in the major groove of 2′-F-RNA to be significantly affected by the modification. Indeed, an analysis of the hydration patterns in the major groove of the fully 2′-F-modified fA2U2 duplex ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B and C) reveals close similarities to the major groove hydration pattern in the rC4G4 RNA duplex ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Water molecules coordinated to the edges of nucleobases and those bridging adjacent phosphate groups form regular pentagons that are fused by one side and run down along the edges of the major groove. The only changes in this hydration motif between the rC4G4 and fA2U2 duplexes are directly related to the divergent sequences and not to the replacement of 2′-hydroxyl groups with fluorine in the minor groove. Thus, the zigzag-like hydrogen bonding pattern connecting waters and O6 functions of Gs in both halves of the rC4G4 major groove ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) is absent in fA2U2 except for a few hydrogen bonds that link water molecules closer to the edges of the major groove to either O6 of G or N6 of A in some cases ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Therefore, it is unlikely that the poorer hydration of 2′-F-RNA relative to RNA evident from the osmotic stress data is a consequence of changes in the major groove water structure.

Next we inspected the water structures in the minor groove of the fA2U2, f/rA2U2 and f/rC4G4 duplexes and compared them with the arrangement of water molecules in the rC4G4 minor groove. In the structure of the latter, the 2′-hydroxyl substituents were typically surrounded by three water molecules and the donor and acceptor abilities of the OH moiety were thus satisfied ([@B50]). Water molecules not only bridged the 2′-OH groups to the phosphate-sugar backbone, but also to the base functions and a view into the minor groove revealed water tandems that linked 2′-hydroxyls from opposite strands ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). It became clear from this analysis that the hydroxyl groups act as bridgeheads and stitch together backbone and base as well as the pairing strands across the periphery of the minor groove. Thus, water molecules are basically shared between nucleobase acceptors, such as O2 (C and U) or N3 (G or A) and 2′-OH. By comparison, an examination of the distribution of water molecules in the minor groove of the fA2U2 duplex demonstrates that the water molecules associated with base edges with a few exceptions are completely separated from 2′-fluorines ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although the acceptors of most bases (in some cases the pattern is interrupted by lattice interactions) are still hydrated, the seamless backbone-base-base-backbone connection across the minor groove and mediated by 2′-hydroxyl groups is severed as a consequence of the 2′-F modification ([Supplementary Figures S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1) and [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Minor groove hydration pattern in the crystal structure of fA2U2 (three duplexes per asymmetric unit). 2′-F-RNA residues and water molecules (as numbered in the coordinate file) are highlighted in green and blue, respectively. Hydrogen bonds (≤3.3 Å distance between potential acceptor and donor atoms) are indicated with thin solid lines, with distances given in Å. Distances below 3.3 Å between fluorine atoms and water are highlighted in green. Please note the typically much longer distances (dashed lines in black) between 2′-fluorine atoms and water molecules in the minor groove of 2′-F-RNA compared with distances between nucleobase atoms and water or those between 2′-OH groups and water in RNA ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)).

Inspection of the minor groove hydration patterns in the alternating 2′-F/2′-OH duplex f/rA2U2 in two crystal lattices (four individual duplexes; [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)) confirms the distance trends for fluorine and hydroxyls seen in the fully modified fA2U2 duplex. The structure of f/rC4G4 is of lower resolution and does not allow a detailed analysis of the minor groove hydration as only relatively few water molecules could be visualized ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). Virtually every 2′-hydroxyl group is engaged in a hydrogen bond to a water molecule that itself H-bonds to either O2 of a pyrimidine or N3 of a purine. The O2′(H)^...^OH~2~ \[or (H)O2′^...^H-O-H\] distances are mostly well below 3 Å. Conversely, the majority of 2′-fluorines are relatively far removed from water molecules in the minor groove and distances are in the 3.5 Å range in most cases (a third of the interactions display distances ≥3.5 Å; [Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). However, there are a few examples of more tightly spaced F2′/water pairs. The shortest of these is found in duplex 2 of the fA2U2 structure (3.07 Å) and there are others that lie in the 3.1--3.3 Å distance range in both the fA2U2 and f/rA2U2-P3 structures ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; solid green lines). Nevertheless, the distributions of water molecules seen in the minor grooves of the fA2U2 and f/rA2U2 structures demonstrate that 2′-hydroxyl groups are significantly better hydrated than 2′-fluorines. The superior hydration of RNA relative to 2′-F-RNA revealed by the osmotic stress data may to a large degree be the result of water networks in the minor groove and backbone that require the participation of the 2′-substituent. Figure 5.Minor groove hydration pattern in f/rA2U2-P3 (three duplexes per asymmetric unit). 2′-F-RNA and RNA residues are highlighted in green and red, respectively, and water molecules are highlighted in blue. Hydrogen bonds (≤3.3 Å distance between potential acceptor and donor atoms) are indicated with thin solid lines, with distances given in Å. Distances below 3.3 Å between fluorine atoms and water are highlighted in green and van der Waals contacts between fluorine atoms are dashed and green. Please note the typically much longer distances (dashed lines in black) between 2′-fluorine atoms and water molecules compared with distances between 2′-OH groups and water.

In the f/rA2U2-P3 crystal, lattice interactions between adjacent duplexes also include van der Waals contacts between fluorines, the shortest of which measures 2.87 Å ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This distance is consistent with a van der Waals radius of fluorine of ca. 1.4 Å ([@B56; @B57; @B58; @B59]). Therefore, F2′ and OH~2~ pairs separated by a distance significantly below the sum of their van der Waals radii \[Σ~vdW~ = F 1.4)(1.2 H--1.0--O ≈ 3.6 Å\], i.e. 3.1 Å, can be considered hydrogen bonded.

DISCUSSION
==========

A recent comparison of the *in vitro* and *in vivo* activities of siRNA duplexes with different 2′-sugar modifications in the sense and antisense strands demonstrated the unique properties of 2′-F-RNA ([@B22]) and provided the motivation for the detailed thermodynamic, osmotic stress and structural investigations described in the present manuscript. Unlike modifications such as LNA, 2′-*O*-methyl-RNA (2′-*O*Me-RNA) and 2′-*O*-(2-methoxyethyl)-RNA (2′-*O*-MOE-RNA) that exhibit similar or higher gains in RNA affinity than 2′-F-RNA, the latter modification was tolerated in both strands of siRNA duplexes and lacked immunostimulatory effects. Compared with native siRNAs, their counterparts with all pyrimidine ribonucleotides replaced by 2′-F-modified residues displayed improved efficacy both *in vitro* and *in vivo* ([@B22]). Interestingly, in the FDA-approved RNA aptamer Macugen® (pegaptanib sodium injection) that selectively antagonizes vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and is used clinically for treating wet age-related macular degeneration (wet AMD), every U and C nucleotide is substituted with the corresponding 2′-F-modified analog ([@B60]).

The 2′-F-modification is by no means new---fluorine-modified nucleotides incorporated into antisense oligonucleotides and ribozymes were studied more than 15 years ago ([@B3; @B4; @B5; @B6]). However, our interest in 2′-F-RNA stems from its recently established favorable properties in RNAi applications ([@B18; @B19; @B20],[@B22]) and the fact that the precise origins of the increased RNA affinity afforded by the modification as well as RNA-processing enzymes' tolerance of it have not been established to date. Thus, our thermodynamic studies based on calorimetry and UV melting and the accompanying osmotic stress experiments have yielded some surprising findings. First, the common assumption that the enhanced RNA affinity displayed by 2′-F-modified RNA is mainly the result of conformational preorganization may not be correct because the differences between the Δ*S* values measured for RNA, mixed 2′-F-/2′-OH RNA and 2′-F-RNA are very small. Second, despite the similar magnitude of the entropic change, melting of an RNA duplex releases significantly more water molecules then the melting of the corresponding 2′-F-RNA duplex. Third, the gains in duplex stability (*T*~m~, Gibbs free energy) seen with 2′-F-RNA compared to the native species are almost entirely based on a favorable enthalpic contribution, which suggests that the origins of the stabilizing effect of the 2′-F substituent are more complex than just preorganization.

It is puzzling that the entropy components of the Gibbs free energy for RNA and 2′-F-RNA should be so similar. This is because the increased electronegativity of the 2′-fluorine relative to the 2′-oxygen (OH) substituent is expected to render the sugar more rigid in the case of 2′-F-RNA. Provided this frozen-out conformation of the single strand is compatible with the A-form RNA duplex type, it should provide 2′-F-RNA with an entropic advantage. Moreover, the 2′-F-RNA duplex is dryer than the RNA duplex and the immobilization of fewer water molecules inside the grooves and around the backbones in the former should constitute a further advantage in terms of entropy. There is no indication from the crystallographic data that the C3′-*endo* pucker uniformly adopted by the sugar moieties in the 2′-F-RNA-modified duplexes will differ significantly from the sugar conformation in the single-stranded state. The osmotic stress data provide a measure for the amount of water that is expelled when the two strands separate and show that there is a clear difference between the number of water molecules hydrating RNA and 2′-F modified duplexes. Looking at the structures we note that 2′-fluorines are not well hydrated but 2′-hydroxyls are ([Figures 4--6](#F4 F5 F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S1 and S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)), with the latter supporting water bridges across the minor groove ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)) and likely enhancing the ordered water structure around the backbones of RNA duplexes ([@B50]). To potentially rationalize the similar entropies, one may conclude that waters bridging the minor groove in RNA are inherently more flexible, thus minimizing the entropic loss as the duplex melts and the difference to 2′-F-RNA where fluorine atoms don\'t seem to stabilize the minor groove water structure to the same extent ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1270/DC1)). But then the considerably more favorable enthalpy for 2′-F-RNA pairing relative to RNA still begs an explanation. We had previously concluded that the favorable enthalpy and unfavorable entropy of \[r(C~4~G~4~)\]~2~ duplex formation compared with that of the \[d(C~4~G~4~)\]~2~ duplex was in part due to the increased hydration of the former: more water → more hydrogen bonds but less mobility → Δ*H* and Δ*S* both negative ([@B50]). But the case of 2′-F-RNA suggests that this explanation while logical in principal is too simplistic. Figure 6.Distance distribution for water interactions in the minor grooves of fully 2′-F-modified RNA (fA2U2) and mixed 2′-F/-OH RNA (f/rA2U2-P3 and f/rA2U2-R32) duplexes. Color code: green, 2′-F···H~2~O; red, 2′-OH···H~2~O and pink, O2(C,U)/ N3(G,A)···H~2~O.

The above assumptions that reduced hydration at the duplex level and higher rigidity of the sugar and concomitant conformational preorganization are both favorable in terms of entropy are not unreasonable. Unlike in the case of the collagen triple helix where the higher stability as a result of the presence of 4-hydroxyproline is no longer attributed to enhanced hydrogen bonding and hydration but to stereoelectronic effects of the substituent as a result of studies with collagen containing 4-fluoroproline ([@B61]), the effects of hydration on nucleic acid duplex stability and conformation are well established. However, other consequences of the substitution of the 2′-hydroxyl group with fluorine could offset the relative contributions of Δ*H* and Δ*S* to the Gibbs free energy. It is possible that the F2′ substituent is able to influence pairing strength not simply by conformationally preorganizing the single strand, but by actually modulating the electronic state of the nucleobase more significantly than anticipated hitherto. Thus, the strongly electronegative and poorly polarizable fluorine could increase the Watson--Crick (W--C) hydrogen bonding strengths in the modified duplex relative to RNA and possibly also improve stacking. There is experimental evidence based on NMR for the increased strength of W--C hydrogen bonds in RNA relative to DNA ([@B62; @B63; @B64]). Fluorine will certainly polarize the base more significantly than the natural 2′-hydroxyl substituent and hence further strengthen W--C hydrogen bonds. At the same time, polarization of the nuclebase could favorably affect stacking ([@B65; @B66; @B67]) and together these effects may explain the enthalpic benefits of the 2′-fluoro modification. Obviously, there is a trade-off in terms of Δ*H* and Δ*S*, and gains in enthalpy would likely trigger a loss in entropy. If this change in Δ*S* roughly neutralizes the aforementioned changes in Δ*S* due to altered hydration and conformational preorganization, the overall entropic changes associated with duplex melting may turn out to be similar for RNA and 2′-F-RNA as indicated by our experimental data.

The analysis of the crystallographic environments of fluorine in the structures of the fully modified fA2U2 duplex and the f/rA2U2 duplex with alternating 2′-F-modified and 2′-OH nucleotides in two space groups at high resolution demonstrates that fluorine only acts as a hydrogen bond acceptor in a few cases, in line with an assessment by others ([@B68]). Unlike in previous investigations of the ability of fluorine to participate in hydrogen bonds that typically focused on one or a few atoms per structure, our crystal structures contain a much larger number of fluorines per asymmetric unit (48 in the case of fA2U2). Several of the interactions with water molecules by fluorine atoms are consistent with the formation of a hydrogen bond as judged by F···O distances significantly below 3.5 Å ([Figures 4--6](#F4 F5 F6){ref-type="fig"}). But such interactions are hardly more common than van der Waals contacts between fluorine atoms from neighboring duplexes. The wide and shallow minor groove that is exposed to solvent in many places probably does not promote the formation of hydrogen bonds in which fluorine acts as an acceptor. Conversely, the interior of a duplex ([@B69],[@B70]) or an enzyme active site ([@B71]) may be more conducive to fluorine engaging in a hydrogen bond.

Fluorine has a number of unique attributes that render it a promising modification in siRNAs \[([@B22]) and references therein\]. At the 2′-ribose position, fluorine increases the RNA affinity of modified siRNA guide strands for their targets and enhances the stability of siRNA duplexes. However, the gains in affinity and pairing strength are not detrimental to the function of siRNAs and their interactions with proteins participating in the RNAi pathway. Thus, the modification is tolerated in both strands and does not apparently interfere with auxiliary factors that unwind the duplex, load the guide strand into the RISC or the Ago2 slicer that cleaves the mRNA target. The small size and chimeric nature of fluorine---neither hydrophobic nor hydrophilic---are likely at the roots of the remarkable lack of adverse consequences of this modification. Unlike more bulky 2′-modifications such as LNA, 2′-*O*Me-RNA or 2′-*O*-MOE-RNA that interfere with protein binding in the minor groove ([@B22]), fluorine atoms lining the oligonucleotide backbone seem to be remarkably good mimics of the ribose 2′-hydroxyl group. The 2′-RNA analog that we analyzed here is not the only fluorine modification that was found to be tolerated by the RNAi machinery, even when positioned adjacent to the Ago2 mRNA cleavage site. Thus, substitutions of one or two thymidines by the isostere ribo-2,4-difluorotoluene neither significantly affected the siRNA affinity of modified strands nor did they alter their structural properties in a major way ([@B72],[@B73]).
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[^1]: ^a^Dual occupancy of G8 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B), ^b^Ba^2+^.
